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Par$cle	IDen$fica$on	in	ALICE	
–  Barrel	detectors	(|η|	<	0.9,	ϕ ~	2π	rad)	
–  Single-arm	detectors	
–  Topological	PID	
–  Combined	detector	Par$cle	Iden$fica$on	and		Bayesian	approach	
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The	ALICE	PID	techniques	
Barrel	Detectors 	 	 	 	 		
§  Energy	loss	 	 	 	 	 		

•  ITS 	 	 	 	 	 		
•  TPC 	 	 	 	 	 		

§  Transi$on	radia$on 	 	 	 		
•  TRD	

§  Time	of	Flight	
•  TOF	(T0)	

Single-arm	Detectors	
§  Calorimetry	

•  PHOS	
•  EMCAL,	DCAL	

§  Muon	Spectrometry	
•  MUON	

§  Cherenkov	Radia$on	
•  HMPID	

§  Preshower	
•  PMD	
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Decay	topology	
	
§  ITS,	TPC:	Λ,	Ξ-,	D	
§  TPC:	K	via	kinks	
§  ITS,TPC,TOF:	photon	via	conversion	

	 	 	 	 	 	(PCM)	



Separa$on	powers	for	hadrons	
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Performance of the ALICE Experiment ALICE Collaboration
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Fig. 46: Separation power of hadron identification in the ITS, TPC, TOF, and HMPID as a function of pT at
midrapidity. The left (right) panel shows the separation of pions and kaons (kaons and protons), expressed as
the distance between the peaks divided by the resolution for the pion and the kaon, respectively, averaged over
|η | < 0.5. For the TPC, an additional curve is shown in a narrower η region. The lower panels show the range
over which the different ALICE detector systems have a separation power of more than 2σ .

A Bayesian approach to combined PID, making use of the known relative yields of different particle
species, is under development.
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Barrel	detectors:	ITS,	TPC	hadron&e	PID	
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Performance of the ALICE Experiment ALICE Collaboration

6.5% in the 0–5% most central Pb–Pb collisions8, particle ratios can be measured at a pT of up to
20 GeV/c [66]. The main limitation at the moment is statistical precision, so it is expected that the
measurement can be extended up to ∼ 50 GeV/c in the future.

As an example, dE/dx distributions for charged particles with pT≈ 10 GeV/c are shown in Fig. 35 for pp
and the 0–5% most central Pb–Pb collisions. Note that, for this analysis, a specific η range was selected
in order to achieve the best possible dE/dx resolution. The curves show Gaussian fits where the mean
and width were fixed to the values obtained using clean samples of identified pions and protons from,
respectively, K0S and Λ decays, and assuming that the dE/dx response at high pT depends only on βγ .
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Fig. 35: Ionization energy loss (dE/dx) distributions in the TPC in pp (left) and Pb–Pb collisions (right) at
√sNN = 2.76 TeV. The lines represent Gaussian fits as described in the main text.

7.3 Particle identification in TOF

The Time-Of-Flight (TOF) detector [67] of ALICE is a large area array of Multigap Resistive Plate
Chambers (MRPC), positioned at 370–399 cm from the beam axis and covering the full azimuth and
the pseudorapidity range |η | < 0.9. In Pb–Pb collisions, in the centrality range 0–70% the overall TOF
resolution is 80 ps for pions with a momentum around 1 GeV/c. This value includes the intrinsic detector
resolution, the contribution from electronics and calibration, the uncertainty on the start time of the event,
and the tracking and momentum resolution [68]. TOF provides PID in the intermediate momentum range,
up to 2.5 GeV/c for pions and kaons, and up to 4 GeV/c for protons.

The start time for the TOF measurement is provided by the T0 detector, which consists of two arrays of
Cherenkov counters T0C and T0A, positioned at opposite sides of the interaction point (IP) at −3.28 <
η < −2.97 and 4.61 < η < 4.92, respectively. Each array has 12 cylindrical counters equipped with a
quartz radiator and photomultiplier tube [69]. Figure 36 (left panel) shows the distribution of the start
time (interaction time of the collision) as measured by the sum of the time signals from the T0A and
T0C detectors in Pb–Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV with respect to the nominal LHC clock value.
The width of the distribution is indicative of how much the collision time can jitter with respect to its
nominal value (the LHC clock edge). This is due to the finite size of the bunches and the clock-phase
shift during a fill. The time resolution of the detector, estimated by the time difference registered in
T0A and T0C, is 20–25 ps in Pb–Pb collisions (Fig. 36, right panel) and ∼40 ps in pp collisions. The
efficiency of T0 is 100% for the 60% most central Pb–Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV, dropping to
about 50% for events with centrality around 90%. For pp collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV, the efficiency is

8The deterioration of the energy-loss resolution in high-multiplicity events is caused by clusters overlapping in z and/or
sitting on top of a signal tail from an earlier cluster.
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kink:	secondary	vertex	in	TPC	
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decay	topology	
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6.4 Secondary vertices

Once the tracks and the interaction vertex have been found in the course of event reconstruction, a search
for photon conversions and secondary vertices from particle decays is performed as shown in Fig. 28.
Tracks with a distance of closest approach to the interaction vertex exceeding a certain minimum value
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 0 

Fig. 28: Secondary vertex reconstruction principle, with K0S and Ξ− decays shown as an example. For clarity,
the decay points were placed between the first two ITS layers (radii are not to scale). The solid lines represent
the reconstructed charged particle tracks, extrapolated to the secondary vertex candidates. Extrapolations to the
primary vertex and auxiliary vectors are shown with dashed lines.
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decay	topology	

ALICE Collaboration / Physics Letters B 754 (2016) 360–372 361

the multiplicity distribution as a function of the impact parameter 
[18,19]. The ITS [20] has six cylindrical layers of silicon detectors 
with radii between 3.9 and 43 cm from the beam axis, covering 
the full azimuthal angle and the pseudorapidity range of |η| < 0.9. 
The same pseudorapidity range is covered by the TPC [21], which 
is the main tracking detector. Hits in the ITS and found clusters in 
the TPC are used to reconstruct charged-particle tracks. These are 
used to determine the primary collision vertex with a resolution of 
about 10 µm in the direction transverse to the beams for heavy-
ion collisions. The TPC is used for particle identification through 
the dE/dx (specific energy loss) in the TPC gas.

3. Analysis

The (anti-)hypertriton (3
"̄

H) 3
"H is the lightest observed hy-

pernucleus and is a bound state formed by a (anti-)proton, 
a (anti-)neutron and a (anti-)". The 3

"H and 3
"̄

H production 
yields were measured by detecting their mesonic decay (3

"H →
3He + π−) and (3

"̄
H →3 He + π+) via the topological identifica-

tion of secondary vertices and the analysis of the invariant mass 
distributions of (3He + π−) and (3He + π+) pairs.

The analysis was done using Pb–Pb collisions at √
sNN =

2.76 TeV taken in 2011. The events were collected with an in-
teraction trigger requiring a signal in both V0-A and V0-C. Only 
events with a primary vertex reconstructed within ±10 cm, along 
the beam axis, from the nominal position of the interaction point 
were selected. The analysed sample, collected with two different 
centrality trigger configurations corresponding to the 0–10% and 
10–50% centrality intervals, contained approximately 20 × 106 and 
17 × 106 events, respectively.

The 3
"H can be identified via the invariant mass of its de-

cay products and, since it has a lifetime similar to the free "
(cτ ∼ 8 cm), in most cases it is possible to identify its decay up 
to a few cm away from the primary vertex. The decay vertex was 
determined by exploiting a set of geometrical selections: i) the dis-
tance of closest approach (DCA) between the two particle tracks 
identified using dE/dx in the TPC as 3He and π , ii) the DCA of 
the π± tracks from the primary vertex, iii) the cosine of the angle 
between the total momentum of the decay pairs at the secondary 
vertex and a vector connecting the primary vertex and the sec-
ondary vertex (pointing angle), and iv) a selection on the proper 
lifetime (cτ ) of the candidate. An additional selection on the 3

"H
(3
"̄

H) rapidity (|y| < 0.5) was applied.

Fig. 1 shows the invariant mass distribution of (3He, π−) on 
the left and (3He, π+) on the right for events with 10–50% cen-

trality in the pair transverse momentum range 2 ≤ pT < 10 GeV/c. 
In order to estimate the background, for each event the π track 
detected at the secondary vertex was rotated 20 times by a ran-
dom azimuthal angle. The shape of the corresponding (3He, π ) 
invariant mass distribution was found to reproduce the observed 
background outside the signal region. The data points were fitted 
with a function which is the sum of a Gaussian and a third degree 
polynomial, used to describe the signal and the background, re-
spectively. The background was normalized to the measured values 
in the 3.01–3.08 GeV/c2 region. The fit to the background distri-
bution was used to fix the parameters of the polynomial in the 
combined fit.

In the 0–10% most central collisions, a signal was extracted 
in three transverse momentum intervals (2 ≤ pT < 4 GeV/c, 4 ≤
pT < 6 GeV/c, 6 ≤ pT < 10 GeV/c), for both 3

"H and 3
"̄

H. In the 
10–50% centrality class a signal both for 3

"H and 3
"̄

H was ob-
tained for the full pT range under study (2 ≤ pT < 10 GeV/c). 
From the combined fit results the mean value, the width and the 
yield of the signal were extracted. The mean invariant mass (µ =
2.991 ± 0.001(stat.) ± 0.003(syst.) GeV/c2) is compatible within 
uncertainties with the mass from the literature [22]. The signal 
width, σ = (3.01 ± 0.24(stat.)) × 10−3 GeV/c2 obtained as the 
mean value of all the measured widths, is reproduced by Monte 
Carlo simulations and is driven by detector resolution. The raw 
yield of the signal was defined as the integral of the Gaussian func-
tion in a ±3σ region around the mean value. The significance of 
both matter and anti-matter signals varies in the different pT bins 
in the range of 3.0–3.2 σ for the most central collisions (0–10%) 
and ranges from 3 to 3.5 σ for the semi-central ones (10–50%).

A correction factor which takes into account the detector ac-
ceptance, the reconstruction efficiency, and the absorption of 3

"H
(3
"̄

H) by the material crossed was determined as a function of pT. 
Detector acceptance and reconstruction efficiency were evaluated 
using a dedicated HIJING Monte Carlo simulation [23], where the 
only allowed decay was the two-body decay to charged particles, 
(3
"H → 3He + π−) and (3

"̄
H → 3He + π+). The simulated particles 

were propagated through the detector using the GEANT3 transport 
code [24] and then processed with the same reconstruction chain 
as for the data.

Since the absorption of (anti-)(hyper)nuclei is not properly im-
plemented in GEANT3, a correction based on the p (p) absorption 
was applied in order to take into account the absorption of 3

"H
(3
"̄

H) and 3He (3He) by the material of the ALICE detector. In this 
approach, the 3He and 3

"H were treated as states of three indepen-
dent p (p). The 3He was considered as a bound state of 3 protons 

Fig. 1. Invariant mass of (3He, π−) (left) and (3He, π+) (right) for events with 10–50% centrality in the pair 2 ≤ pT < 10 GeV/c interval. The data points are shown as filled 
circles, while the squares represent the background distribution as described in the text. The curve represents the function used to perform the fit and used to evaluate the 
background and the raw signal. The significance in ±3σ around the peak is 3.5 and 3.0 for the invariant mass distribution of (3He, π−) and (3He, π+), respectively.

Phys.	Le6.	B	754	(2016)	360	
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Barrel	detectors:	TRD	–	e	PID	
§  full	φ	coverage	from	2015	
§  radiator:	carbon	fibre	laminated	Rohacell/polypropilene	fibre	sandwich,	48	mm	thick	
§  Truncated	mean,	1d	and	2d	likelihood	on	integrated	charge,	neural	networks	for	signal	vs	

$me	pa6ern	recogni$on	(NIMA	552	(2005)	364)	
§  trigger	detector:	high	pT	e-	and	jets	

2008	JIN
ST	3	S08002	30	mm	

(Xe/CO2		
85%/15%)	

Test	beam	
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Barrel	detectors:	TRD	–	e	PID	
§  full	φ	coverage	from	2015	
§  radiator:	carbon	fibre	laminated	Rohacell/polypropilene	fibre	sandwich,	48	mm	thick	
§  Truncated	mean,	1d	and	2d	likelihood	on	integrated	charge,	neural	networks	for	signal	vs	

$me	pa6ern	recogni$on	(NIMA	552	(2005)	364)	
§  trigger	detector:	high	pT	e-	and	jets	Performance of the ALICE Experiment ALICE Collaboration
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Fig. 59: Momentum dependence of the pion efficiency for the truncated mean, LQ1D, LQ2D, and NN methods.
The results are for 90% electron efficiency and for tracks with signals in six layers.

signal. At higher momenta, the rejection power decreases because the TR contribution, yielding higher
charge deposits, is likely to be removed in the truncation.

In addition to the identification efficiency, there is a finite matching efficiency between TPC tracks and
TRD clusters, which is≥ 85% for pT > 0.8 in the azimuthal area covered by the TRD. Losses are mostly
due to chamber boundaries.

8.3 Electron identification in physics analysis

One of the important uses of electron identification in physics analysis is the measurement of the elec-
tron spectrum from semileptonic decays of heavy-flavor hadrons. For this measurement, a very pure
electron sample is selected, using a combination of various detectors, such as ITS+TPC+TOF+TRD, or
EMCal+TPC.

To illustrate the strength of combined PID for electrons, we show in Fig. 60 the TPC dE/dx distribution
of tracks with p= 2 GeV/c and compare with track samples where cuts are applied on TOF and TRD to
select electrons. It can be seen in the figure that the TOF and TRD cuts reduce the hadron contamination
in the track sample, allowing the selection of a very pure electron sample when combined with TPC
dE/dx. For details, we refer to the corresponding publication [82].

Another illustrative case for the application of electron identification is the reconstruction of the decay
of the J/ψ meson into an electron and a positron. In this case, rather loose selection cuts are applied on
electrons, since the hadronic contamination only enters in the combinatorial background in the invariant
mass distribution.

Figure 61 shows the invariant mass distribution of J/ψ candidates decaying into e+e−, identified using
the EMCal. In this analysis, electrons from EMCal-triggered events are identified by a combination of
TPC energy loss and the E/p ratio. This allows the extension of the pT interval and leads to a better S/B
ratio. More analysis details and results can be found in Refs. [29, 83].

In Fig. 62 we show the effect of the TRD electron identification for the J/ψ measurement in the 40% most
central Pb–Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV. In both the TPC-only and the TPC+TRD combined anal-
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Barrel	detectors:	TOF	–	hadron	PID	
§  large	area	(~140	m2)	Time	Of	Flight	detector	based	on	the	MRPC	technology	

§  Mass	determined	from	the	measured	$me	and	momentum	–	nσ	method,	unfolding	
§  π/K	and	K/p	separa$on	in	the	momentum	region	(3σ:	K:	up	to	2.5	GeV/c;	p:	up	to	4	

GeV/c)	
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Performance of the ALICE Experiment ALICE Collaboration

At those transverse momenta where the TOF resolution does not permit track-by-track identification, a
fit of multiple Gaussian peaks is used to determine the particle yields. To illustrate this, Fig. 42 shows,
for tracks with 1.5< pT < 1.6 GeV/c, the difference between the measured time of flight and the expec-
tation for kaons, together with a template fit to the pion, kaon, and proton peaks and the combinatorial
background from mismatched tracks.
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Fig. 42: TOFmeasured in Pb–Pb collisions at√sNN = 2.76 TeV. The expected time of flight for kaons is subtracted
and the result is divided by the expected resolution.

7.4 Particle identification in the HMPID

The HighMomentum Particle Identification Detector consists of 7 identical RICH (ring-imaging Cheren-
kov) modules in proximity focusing configuration, exploiting a liquid C6F14 radiator coupled to MWPC
(multiwire proportional chamber)-based photon detectors with CsI photocathodes and covering 11 m2
(≈ 5% of TPC acceptance). On average 14 photoelectrons per ring are detected at saturation (β ≈ 1).
The HMPID detector extends track-by-track charged hadron identification in ALICE to higher pT. The
identification is based on the Cherenkov angle of the ring produced by charged tracks. The Cherenkov
angle is given by:

cosθ =
1
nβ

, (16)

where n is the refractive index of the radiator (n ≈ 1.289 at 175 nm). The matching efficiency of tracks
reconstructed in the TPC with the HMPID is shown in Fig. 43 for pp data and positive particles. The
value at large transverse momentum is dominated by the geometrical acceptance of the detector. At low
pT, the matching efficiency is shaped by energy loss, a lower momentum cut due to the magnetic field,
and the mass-dependent momentum threshold of the Cherenkov effect. Negative particles (not shown)
have similar behavior. Antiprotons have a slightly lower efficiency due to differing absorption behavior
in the material between TPC and HMPID.

Figure 44 shows the measured mean Cherenkov angle as a function of track momentum for pions, kaons,
and protons in pp collisions at 7 TeV. The lines represent parametrizations of Eq. (16) for each species.
The separation of kaons from other charged particles, determined by fitting the Cherenkov angle distri-

55

Int.	J.	Mod.	Phys	A	29	(2014)	143044	
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Barrel	detectors:	TOF	–	hadron	PID	
§  large	area	(~140	m2)	Time	Of	Flight	detector	based	on	the	MRPC	technology	

§  Mass	determined	from	the	measured	$me	and	momentum	–	nσ	method,	unfolding	
§  π/K	and	K/p	separa$on	in	the	momentum	region	(3σ:	K:	up	to	2.5	GeV/c;	p:	up	to	4	

GeV/c)	

for	the	event	$me	resolu$on	see	H.	Pei	talk,	19/5		
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•  π0,	η	reconstructed	through	their	γγ	decay	+	γà	e-e+	conversion	
•  e-e+		reconstructed	with	ITS,	TPC	and	TOF	for	conversions	within	180	cm	from	the		
beam	axis	(ITS	layers	and	TPC	inner	structures	materials)	
•  e-e+		iden$fied	through	dE/dx	in	TPC	and	$me	of	flight	in	TOF	

Performance of the ALICE Experiment ALICE Collaboration

and the TPC are clearly separated. The radial distribution is compared to Monte Carlo (MC) simulations
generated with PHOJET [88]. The integrated detector material for R < 180 cm and |η | < 0.9 amounts
to a radiation thickness of 11.4± 0.5% X0, and results in a conversion probability of about 8.5%. The
differences between the measured and simulated distributions (apparent mainly at R= 50 cm) are taken
into account when estimating systematic uncertainties in the analyses that rely on the knowledge of
the material. Further details relating to the analysis of the ALICE material distribution, the photon
conversion probability and reconstruction efficiency in the inner parts of the detector are discussed in
Ref. [89].
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Fig. 66: Transverse distribution of the reconstructed photon conversion points for |η |< 0.9.
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accurate	knowledge	of	the	material	budget	for	quan$ta$ve	γ	produc$on	assessment	
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Single	arm	detectors:	HMPID	–	hadron	PID	
§  Single-arm	proximity	focusing	RICH	(|η|	<	0.6,	1.20	<	ϕ	<	58.80,	r=490	cm)		
§  radiator:	liquid	C6F14	15	mm,	n=1.289	@175	nm,	βmin=0.77	
§  Hadron	ID:	1<pT<3	GeV/c	for	π	and	K,	1<pT<5	GeV/c	for	p	
§  Mass:	β	measured	from	the	Cherenkov	angle	(16	clusters/ring)	and	p	from	TPC	
§  Track-to-track	π/K	(K/p)	separa$on	at	3σ	level	up	to	pt	~	3	(5)	GeV/c		
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Pion, kaon and proton productionin pp collisions at
p

s = 7 TeV ALICE Collaboration

Analysis # of events p K p
ITS-sa 5.4 ·107 0.1-0.6 0.2-0.5 0.3-0.6

TPC–TOF 5.4 ·107 0.25-1.2 0.3-1.2 0.45-2.0
TOF 5.4 ·107 0.5-2.5 0.5-2.4 0.8-4.0

HMPID 8.1 ·107 1.5-3.0 1.5-3.0 1.5-6.0
Kink 16.9 ·107 - 0.2-6.0 -

Table 1: Number of analyzed events and pT range (GeV/c) covered by each analysis.

following analyses two different sets of tracks are used: the global tracks, reconstructed using informa-
tion from both ITS and TPC, and the ITS-sa tracks, reconstructed by using only the hits in the ITS. To
limit the contamination due to secondary particles and tracks with wrongly associated hits and to ensure
high tracking efficiency, tracks are selected according to the following criteria. The global tracks are
required to cross over at least 70 TPC readout rows with a value of c2/Nclusters of the momentum fit in
the TPC lower than 4, to have at least two clusters reconstructed in the ITS out of which at least one is
in the SPD layers and to have a DCA to the interaction vertex in the longitudinal plane, DCAz < 2 cm.
Furthermore, the daughter tracks of reconstructed kinks are rejected. This last cut is not applied in the
kink analysis where a further pT-dependent selection on the DCA of the selected tracks to the primary
vertex in the transverse plane (DCAxy) is requested. The global tracks that satisfy these selection criteria
have a pT resolution of 1% at pT = 1 GeV/c and 2% at pT = 10 GeV/c. The ITS-sa tracks are required to
have at least four ITS clusters out of which at least one in the SPD layers and three in the SSD and SDD,
c2/Nclusters < 2.5 and a DCAxy satisfying a pT-dependent upper cut corresponding to 7 times the DCA
resolution. The selected ITS-sa tracks have a maximum pT resolution of 6% for pions, 8% for kaons
and 10% for protons in the pT range used in the analysis. Both global and ITS-sa tracks have similar
resolution in the DCAxy parameter that is 75 µm at pT = 1 GeV/c and 20 µm at pT = 15 GeV/c [29],
which is well reproduced in the simulation of the detector performance. The final spectra are calculated
for |y|< 0.5.

2.3 Particle identification strategy

To measure the production of p±, K±, p and p over a wide pT range, results from five independent
analyses, namely ITS-sa, TPC-TOF, TOF, HMPID and kink, are combined. Each analysis uses different
PID signals in order to identify particles in the complementary pT ranges reported in Table 1. In the
following, the PID strategies used by ITS-sa, TPC-TOF and TOF analyses are briefly summarized since
they are already discussed in detail in [15, 30], while the HMPID analysis, presented here for the first
time, and the kink analysis, modified with respect to that described in [15], are presented in more detail.

2.3.1 ITS stand-alone analysis

In this analysis ITS-sa tracks are used and particles are identified by comparing the dE/dx measurement
provided by the ITS detector with the expected values at a given momentum p under the corresponding
mass hypotheses. In Fig. 1, the measured dE/dx values are shown as a function of track momentum
together with the curves of the energy loss for the different particle species, which are calculated using
the PHOBOS parametrization [31] of the Bethe-Bloch curves at large bg and with a polynomial to correct
for instrumental effects. A single identity is assigned to each track according to the mass hypothesis for
which the expected specific energy-loss value is the closest to the measured dE/dx for a track with
momentum p. No explicit selection on the difference between the measured and expected values is
applied except for a lower limit on pions set to two times the dE/dx resolution (s ) and an upper limit on
protons given by the mid-point between the proton and the deuteron expected dE/dx. The ITS dE/dx is
calculated as a truncated mean of three or four dE/dx values provided by the SDD and SSD layers. The
truncated mean is the average of the lowest two dE/dx values in case signals in all the four layers are
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Pion, kaon and proton productionin pp collisions at
p

s = 7 TeV ALICE Collaboration
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Fig. 12: Top panel: pT spectra of p , K and p, sum of particles and antiparticles, measured with ALICE at mid-
rapidity (|y|< 0.5) in pp collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV by using different PID techniques. The spectra are normalized

to the number of inelastic collisions. Statistical (vertical error bars) and systematic (open boxes) uncertainties are
reported. The horizontal width of the boxes represents the pT-bin width. The markers are placed at the bin centre.
Bottom panels: ratio between the spectra obtained from each analysis and the combined one. The error bands
represent the total systematic uncertainties for each analysis. The uncertainty due to the normalization to inelastic
collisions (+7

�4%), common to the five PID analyses, is not included.

uncertainties. In Table 3 the values of the pT-integrated yield dN/dy and of the mean transverse mo-
mentum hpTi are reported for each particle species. They are obtained using the measured data in the pT
range where they are available and the Lévy-Tsallis function fitted to the data elsewhere, to extrapolate
to zero and infinite momentum. The lowest pT experimentally accessible and the fraction of yield con-
tained in the extrapolated region are also reported in the table. The extrapolation to infinite momentum
gives a negligible contribution to the values of both dN/dy and hpTi. The dN/dy and hpTi uncertainties
reported in Table 3 are the combination of the statistical and the systematic ones. The statistical uncer-
tainties are negligible, while the systematic uncertainties are the sum of two independent contributions.
The first contribution is due to the systematic uncertainties on the measured pT-differential yields and
it was estimated by repeating the Lévy-Tsallis fits moving the measured points within their systematic
uncertainties. The second contribution is due to the extrapolation to zero momentum and it is estimated
using different fitting functions (namely modified Hagedorn [41] and UA1 parametrization [42]). Results
for positively and negatively charged particles, separately, are also reported. It should be noticed that the
yields of particles and antiparticles are compatible within uncertainties.

In Fig. 14 the pT spectra of identified charged hadrons, sum of particles and antiparticles, measured
with ALICE at

p
s = 7 TeV are compared to the results obtained by the CMS Collaboration at the same

17

normalized	to	inelas$c	collisions				

ra$o	between	single	analysis	and		
combined		spectra				

Eur.	Phys.	J.	C	(2015)75:	226	
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Combined	PID:	iden$fied	hadrons	spectra	
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Single	arm	detectors:	PHOS,	EMCAL,	DCAL	–	e,	γ
PHOS	
•  Homogeneous	EM	calorimeter		
					(|η|	<	0.13,	2600	<	ϕ	<	3200)	
•  PbWO4,	20	X0	
•  highly	segmented,	small	Moliere	r.	
•  γ	iden$fica$on	in	0	<	E	<	100	GeV	
•  hadron	rejec$on:	CPV,	n:	shape,	TOF	
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EMCAL-DCAL	(from	2015)	
•  Sampling	EM	calorimeters	(|η|	<	0.13,						

Δϕ	=	1070	,	Δϕ	=	600	~btb)	
•  Pb(1.44	mm)-scin$llator(1.76	mm),	20.1	X0	
•  large	acceptance,	moderate	resolu$on.	
•  γ	iden$fica$on	0	<	E	<	250	GeV	
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Single	arm	detectors:	PHOS,	EMCAL,	DCAL	–	e,	γ
PHOS	
•  Homogeneous	EM	calorimeter		
					(|η|	<	0.13,	2600	<	ϕ	<	3200)	
•  PbWO4,	20	X0	
•  highly	segmented,	small	Moliere	r.	
•  γ	iden$fica$on	in	0	<	E	<	100	GeV	
•  hadron	rejec$on:	CPV,	n:	shape,	TOF	

EMCAL-DCAL	(from	2015)	
•  Sampling	EM	calorimeters	(|η|	<	0.13,						

Δϕ	=	1070	,	Δϕ	=	600	~btb)	
•  Pb(1.44	mm)-scin$llator(1.76	mm),	20.1	X0	
•  large	acceptance,	moderate	resolu$on.	
•  γ	iden$fica$on	0	<	E	<	250	GeV	
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Muon	Spectrometer	
•  MUON	Spectrometer	in	a	dipole	magne$c	field	(3	Tm)	at	-4	<	η	<	-2.5	
•  Front	absorber	+	tracking	and	triggering	chambers	+	iron	wall	(~7.2	λint)	
•  μ	iden$fica$on		for	p	>	4	GeV/c	
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•  exploi$ng	full	PID	detector	capabili$es,	natural	way	for	mul$-detector	scenario	

Particle identification in ALICE: a Bayesian approach ALICE Collaboration

expectation (typically 2 or 3s ). Depending on the detector separation power, a track can be compatible
with more than one identity.

For a given detector a with a Gaussian response, it is possible to define the conditional probability that
a particle of species Hi will produce a signal S as

P(S|Hi) =
1p

2ps

e�
1
2 n

s

2
=

1p
2ps

e�
(S�Ŝ(Hi))

2

2s

2 . (3)

In the case of a non-Gaussian response, the probability is described by an alternative parameterisation
appropriate to the detector. The advantage of using probabilities is that the probabilities from different
detectors, P

a

, with and without Gaussian responses, can then be combined as a product:

P(~S|Hi) = ’
a=ITS,TPC,...

P
a

(S
a

|Hi), (4)

where ~S = (SITS,STPC, ...).

The probability estimate P(~S|Hi) (either for a single detector, or combined over many) can be interpreted
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– if either daughter was not compatible with the kaon or the pion hypothesis, the candidate was
rejected.

The weighted method was implemented as defined in Section 2.4, whereby the invariant mass distribu-
tions were filled for each candidate with weights Wi. These weights are defined as

WD0 = PK� ⇥P
p
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p

� ,
(16)

where Pi corresponds to the Bayesian probability assigned to each track for a given species i. In this case,
the PID efficiency from Monte Carlo corresponded to the average weight that was assigned to simulated
D0 mesons in each pT interval.

Once the invariant mass distributions in each pT interval had been obtained, the yields were fitted using a
Gaussian function for the signal and an exponential function to estimate the background. The raw signal
was extracted according to the integral of the fit to the signal distribution. In order to ensure the stability
of the fitting procedure, the width and mean of the Gaussian functions were kept the same in each pT
interval for all PID methods. To do this, the fit parameters were first determined for the n

s

PID method
in each pT interval, and then fixed to those values in the fitting procedure for each other PID method.

Example invariant mass distributions obtained without PID, with n
s

PID, and with Bayesian PID using
the maximum-probability strategy are shown in Fig. 11, with a logarithmic scale on the vertical axis.
There is a clearly visible increase in the signal-to-background ratio when using n

s

PID as compared to
the analysis without PID, and a further increase when applying a Bayesian selection with the maximum-
probability strategy. Due to the large background and low statistical significance, it was not possible to
extract a stable yield for 1 < pT < 2 GeV/c without PID. For this reason, the results obtained without
PID are excluded for this pT interval in the following comparisons.
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Fig. 11: A comparison of the invariant mass distributions in three pT intervals for D0 candidates obtained without
PID, with n

s

PID, and with Bayesian PID using the maximum probability condition. Due to the low statistical
significance, it was not possible to extract a stable signal without PID for 1 < pT < 2GeV/c, therefore this fit and
its results are not shown.

Full comparisons of the signal-to-background ratio and significance obtained for different PID strategies
are shown in Fig. 12. The statistical significance is defined as the signal divided by the square root of
the sum of the signal and background. The signal-to-background ratio increases significantly for all pT
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Conclusions	
•  PID	capabiliEes	are	a	unique	feature	of	the	ALICE	

experiment	
•  many	powerful	detectors	exploi$ng	all	known	PID	

techniques	for	charged	and	neutral	par$cles	
•  high-level	technology	implementa$on	
•  wide	momentum	range	covered	by	different	PID	

techniques	
•  performing	tools	for	mulE-detector	approaches	
•  PID	techniques	and	performance	well	under	control	
•  a	large	part	of	the	ALICE	publica$ons	(~50%)	involves	PID		
•  machine	learning	methods	….		
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Machine	learning	
low-mass	dielectron	analysis	–	presented	at	QM	2017	

One of the most promising probes to study heavy 
ion collisions are dileptons ( + - and e+e-) since 
they reach the detector without signi cant nal 
state interactions. Therefore, the low-mass 
dielectron spectrum is of great interest as it 
should be sensitive to certain QGP signatures.

In order to precisely measure the low-mass
dielectron spectrum a high purity sample of e+e- 

pairs is required. While traditional cut-based 
methods can provide high purity samples, they 
su er from low e ciency.  A multivariate analysis 
(MVA) for particle identi cation could in future be
used to mitigate this drawback.

The main background in the analysis of dielectrons 
are combinatoric e+e- pairs. This background 
contribution can be suppressed by rejecting
e+ and e- tracks that originate from photon 
conversions. Numerous features allow
discrimination of background from signal
dielectrons which motivates a multivariate
approach in the classi cation of e+e- pairs.

All unlike sign (US) tracks in the same event are paired.
Four classes of US pairs: 1 Signal & 3 Background (BG)

Background Reduction
Statistical signi cance = 
Aim: reduction of the dominant BG classes, i.e. 
        combinatorial pairs with a conversion track (BG2)
        and conversions (BG3) while preserving the Signal

Features
20 features are used for BG rejection 
Two examples:

V for rejection of BG3:
Angle between normal vector of plane
spanned by e+e- tracks and B eld

Decision boundary for S/B classi cation is determined on MC
Therefore, MC must accurately represent data.

Problem: How to check equivalence of multidimensional
   distributions? Comparing projections is not su cienct!
                 Train multivariate classi er (e.g. GBDT) to separate
   MC and data. Classi er identi es regions in 20-dim. feature
   space that over- and underpopulated in MC w.r.t. to data.

Problem: How to correct for found discrepancies?
                 Population di erences in feature space are  
    compensated by reweighting. Weighting factors are
    chosen such that corresponding multidimensional bins in
    MC and data have the same e ective content ni.
    Weighting factor for bin i in MC, wi, according to:             .

MC is matched multivariately to data using all information on
MC and data available. After reweighting MC and data are
hardly distinguishable. False and true positive rates for
classifying a pair as real data are almost the same. 
(A. Rogozhnikov, arXiv:1608.05806 [physics.data-an])

Two neural networks are trained to identify background pairs:

Combinatorial pairs with conversion (BG2)

Weights from MC-data adaption are taken into account in training. After reweighting the 
deciding quantity for classi cation, the MVA output, is in agreement between MC and
data for both classi ers. Cuts on the MVA outputs of both classi ers are placed such that
the gain in signal signi cance is maximised.

Signi cance gainMass spectrum before MVA cut Mass spectrum after MVA cut
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with conversions
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w/o conversions

BG3: Conversion

MVA cut

Particle Identi cation Dielectron Classi cation

To complete these feasability studies a detailed investigation of the systematic 
uncertainties of the presented classi cation techniques will be carried out.

After nishing the evaluation of these methods, they will be employed in 
the analyses of low-mass dielectrons for pp, p-Pb, Pb-Pb Run 2 data.

Electrons are identi ed by using their speci c energy
loss within the inner tracking system (ITS) and time
projection chamber (TPC), as well as their time-of- ight
(TOF), which are represented as the number of
standard deviations, n , away from the expected value
for a given species and pT.

The standard approach then sequentially cuts on
these values in order to remove the background.

A boosted decision tree was trained with the
same features used for the standard cuts.

Cutting on the MVA output exploits the interplay
of all detector features simultaneously.

This approach greatly improves the e ciency in all
bins while also further supressing contamination
from kaons and protons (pT ~ 0.4 - 1 GeV/c). 

Aim: Find a mapping from a D-dim. input
feature space to a 1-dim. output (y), such
that signal and background have the least
overlap.

The mapping is found in a training phase
which utilises MC data.

A single cut is then applied
on y (MVA cut).

The cut, which corresponds to
y = const, de nes the decision 
boundary in the feature space.

After MVA cutAfter PID cuts

Before PID cuts

Input features

DCAxy for rejection of BG1 & BG2:
Distance of closest approach of track 
to the primary vertex in xy-plane

Conversion pairs (BG3)

Conversion pair Signal pair 
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One of the most promising probes to study heavy 
ion collisions are dileptons ( + - and e+e-) since 
they reach the detector without signi cant nal 
state interactions. Therefore, the low-mass 
dielectron spectrum is of great interest as it 
should be sensitive to certain QGP signatures.

In order to precisely measure the low-mass
dielectron spectrum a high purity sample of e+e- 

pairs is required. While traditional cut-based 
methods can provide high purity samples, they 
su er from low e ciency.  A multivariate analysis 
(MVA) for particle identi cation could in future be
used to mitigate this drawback.

The main background in the analysis of dielectrons 
are combinatoric e+e- pairs. This background 
contribution can be suppressed by rejecting
e+ and e- tracks that originate from photon 
conversions. Numerous features allow
discrimination of background from signal
dielectrons which motivates a multivariate
approach in the classi cation of e+e- pairs.

All unlike sign (US) tracks in the same event are paired.
Four classes of US pairs: 1 Signal & 3 Background (BG)

Background Reduction
Statistical signi cance = 
Aim: reduction of the dominant BG classes, i.e. 
        combinatorial pairs with a conversion track (BG2)
        and conversions (BG3) while preserving the Signal

Features
20 features are used for BG rejection 
Two examples:

V for rejection of BG3:
Angle between normal vector of plane
spanned by e+e- tracks and B eld

Decision boundary for S/B classi cation is determined on MC
Therefore, MC must accurately represent data.

Problem: How to check equivalence of multidimensional
   distributions? Comparing projections is not su cienct!
                 Train multivariate classi er (e.g. GBDT) to separate
   MC and data. Classi er identi es regions in 20-dim. feature
   space that over- and underpopulated in MC w.r.t. to data.

Problem: How to correct for found discrepancies?
                 Population di erences in feature space are  
    compensated by reweighting. Weighting factors are
    chosen such that corresponding multidimensional bins in
    MC and data have the same e ective content ni.
    Weighting factor for bin i in MC, wi, according to:             .

MC is matched multivariately to data using all information on
MC and data available. After reweighting MC and data are
hardly distinguishable. False and true positive rates for
classifying a pair as real data are almost the same. 
(A. Rogozhnikov, arXiv:1608.05806 [physics.data-an])

Two neural networks are trained to identify background pairs:

Combinatorial pairs with conversion (BG2)

Weights from MC-data adaption are taken into account in training. After reweighting the 
deciding quantity for classi cation, the MVA output, is in agreement between MC and
data for both classi ers. Cuts on the MVA outputs of both classi ers are placed such that
the gain in signal signi cance is maximised.

Signi cance gainMass spectrum before MVA cut Mass spectrum after MVA cut
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γ
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Particle Identi cation Dielectron Classi cation

To complete these feasability studies a detailed investigation of the systematic 
uncertainties of the presented classi cation techniques will be carried out.

After nishing the evaluation of these methods, they will be employed in 
the analyses of low-mass dielectrons for pp, p-Pb, Pb-Pb Run 2 data.

Electrons are identi ed by using their speci c energy
loss within the inner tracking system (ITS) and time
projection chamber (TPC), as well as their time-of- ight
(TOF), which are represented as the number of
standard deviations, n , away from the expected value
for a given species and pT.

The standard approach then sequentially cuts on
these values in order to remove the background.

A boosted decision tree was trained with the
same features used for the standard cuts.

Cutting on the MVA output exploits the interplay
of all detector features simultaneously.

This approach greatly improves the e ciency in all
bins while also further supressing contamination
from kaons and protons (pT ~ 0.4 - 1 GeV/c). 

Aim: Find a mapping from a D-dim. input
feature space to a 1-dim. output (y), such
that signal and background have the least
overlap.

The mapping is found in a training phase
which utilises MC data.

A single cut is then applied
on y (MVA cut).

The cut, which corresponds to
y = const, de nes the decision 
boundary in the feature space.

After MVA cutAfter PID cuts

Before PID cuts

Input features

DCAxy for rejection of BG1 & BG2:
Distance of closest approach of track 
to the primary vertex in xy-plane

Conversion pairs (BG3)

Conversion pair Signal pair 


